“What Can Dan Do?”
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In 2014 at his election speech, he “stated to his supporters who were screaming out “we want Dan, we want
Dan” upon which Dan Can Do Andrews said to the well-wishers, “The people of Victoria today have given us the
greatest of gifts entrusted to us the greatest of responsibilities, and bestowed upon us the greatest of honours,
ladies and gentlemen: “We will not let them down”!
Four years down the track, with billions of taxpayers’ dollars needlessly spent by Dan Can Do Andrews and his
Labor minions, I wonder whether his election speech of “not letting the taxpayer down” stands the test of time.
I think not! Well what can one say when faced with a political leader who continually apologises on behalf of his
party? It appears that Victoria’s “What Can Dan Do?” (Nothing) does not appear to mind that those same people
are being taken for granted when it comes to Elections and therefore whenever the statement of putting people
first means they get rolled and used first as long as it does not hurt or obstruct the aspirations and goals of his
Labor Party.
On every occasion it appears that no matter what errors of
judgement, mistakes, inconsistencies, spending taxpayers’
money and taking the people of Victoria for granted is all right
according to those who support Labor’s rorts. Daniel Andrews
will go down in history as the “What Can Dan Do?” (Nothing)
Premier taking responsibility for the untold billions allegedly
misuse of taxpayers money.
To be sure, to be sure, these same taxpayers will take out their
fury against him at the next State election and his words of: “I
take responsibility for each and every thing that happens under
my leadership of the Labor Party and my leadership of the
government,” will haunt him.
I guess those of the Taxi Industry will certainly come out in droves to support him, yes I am sure that they will
be delighted to hear what he has to say to all those who have lost their life earnings which was their
superannuation, assisted in providing collateral for their mortgaged homes, to pay for the funeral of those who
took their own lives, devastated families that relied on the taxi industry as it stood before, “What can Dan
Do”,(Nothing), changed the rules and regulations leaving the taxi industry destitute. He had ample opportunity
to make things right and now the taxi industry has been left in the lurch. Only a Liberal Government will bring
back confidence into this industry. After all the current Labor government does “put the people first” does it not.
Hmmmm well let us see what happens at the next State election shall we.
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